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The Accidental Slave is a stand-alone novel and the first book in Elin Peer's Slave series. Readers say it's impossible to put down
and call it: "Gripping, dark, funny, sad, exciting, and sexy all rolled into one."Reviews:
Accidental Slave opens in a dungeon. A Dom named Gary ferociously whips a bound and gagged submissive while ruminating on
his anger towards his boss Elizabeth. He transfers that rage to his flogging, continuing to lash at the slave even after she executes the
gesture they've agreed upon as a signal for him to stop/5.
The Accidental Slave could have been so much better if it would have been believable. The truth is there were parts of the book that
were so outlandishly unrealistic that it was hard to really connect to it/5. Accidental Slave to the Kralians is a 6-book serial. This is
part three, its short, it ends in a cliffhanger, and it has a steamy menage scene that might just set your Kindle on fire. Read at your
own risk!
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